Summertime in Brussels is WFLD-ED laser time

Dear readers of laser international magazine of Laser dentistry,

A very special event is rising on the laser horizon. Laser users, laser specialists and laser researchers from all over Europe are invited to participate in the 4th European Division Congress of the World Federation for Lasers in Dentistry (WFLD).

Coincidently, Brussels is not only the capital of the European Union, but it will also be the hosting city of the conference of the European Division (ED) of WFLD from July 11 to 12, 2013. Although this event has been announced as a European conference, participants from other parts of the world are expected as well.

Aside from the official WFLD ED Congress, the award ceremony of the European Master Certificates (EMDOLA) will be celebrated during this congress.

I think that a lot of “stimulated emission” will therefore be found under the Atomium, one of Brussels iconic landmarks, during this event.

On behalf of laser international magazine of Laser dentistry, I wish the organising chairman Prof. Nammour, his team, and all participants an exciting congress time in Brussels.

Yours sincerely,

Prof. Dr Norbert Gutknecht

Editor-in-Chief